**Ibizan Hound Club of the United States**

Friday, September 16, 2016 -
Held at Purina Farms
Gray Summit, MO

Web Site: [http://www.ihcus.org](http://www.ihcus.org)

Entries Close: Wednesday, August 31, 2016
Event Status: Approved
Judging Panel Status: Approved

For additional information contact:
Foy Trent Dog Shows, Superintendent
Po Box C
Sturgeon, MO 65284-0397
(573) 687-2101

---

### Competition Types Offered

- **Breed Winners**
  - Beginner Puppy Best of Breed/Variety: Harehill’s Cuba Libre (B), W Anderson/K Anderson
  - Beginner Puppy Best of Opposite Sex: Harehill’s Whiskey On The Rocks (D), C Durdel/D Durdel/W Anderson

- **Combined Sexes**
  - Mr. R L McFadden (6d 6b)

- **4-6 Month Beginner Puppy**
  - Harehill’s Cuba Libre W Anderson/K Anderson BPB
  - Harehill’s Whiskey On The Rocks C Durdel/D Durdel/W Anderson BPOS
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